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habit. This can follow only from reiterated practice^
practice up to the point at which the rule passes out of
use (and possibly out of memory), because the right
usage has become automatic. The rule serves merely as
an intermediate support, where the pupil may be doubtful of
his steps -without it. These once secure, the habit once
ingrained, the support may be happily abandoned.
Rules in Grammar Teaching
The principles of grammar teaching in English may
now conveniently be crystallized in the form of a
number of rules for general guidance.
1.	Confine the matter to be taught to that which is-
round necessary for the pupil's speaking or writing of
correct English, irrespective of whether  the  matter is
technically grammatical or otherwise.
This point has already been elaborated.
 2.	Teach in close connection with the practice in
speaking in the first stage of English, and with the prac-
tice in speaking, reading, and writing later.    This is our
familiar principle  of co-ordinating all the branches of
language teaching.
 3.	Select from the three methods—the heuristic,
inductive and deductive—of teaching a grammatical fact,
definition, or usage, the one which you find most readily
effective, that is, which results most rapidly in accurate
and ready usage.    Whichever of these three methods is
employed, in na case can a further method, namely, tJie
practice  met hod,   be   dispensed with.    Without   this   the
others are vain, with it the others may be superfluous.
4.	Do not be afraid of sheer drill in correct gram-
matical usage, that is, of simple repetition by  class,,
class-section and individual.
This is a corollary from, or a more forcible restate-
ment of, rule 3.	"
5.	Have sample or typical sentences learnt by  heart»
Make your pupils accumulate these reference sentences
for guidance,   Without a concrete instance an abstract
rule leaves the pupil blind.    With it the rule may often
never   appear,   or  quickly  vanish.    But  the   concrete
instance .must 'always be at hanc}, and therefore, in the-
pupil's mind" for immediate reach.

